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ABSTRACT
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are formed by deploying as large number of sensor nodes in an area for the
surveillance of generally remote locations. Wireless Sensor Networks consist of a large number of pocket- sized
sensors deployed in autonomous manner in the area under surveillance. These sensor networks are used in sensitive,
unattended and remote environment. WSNs suffer from many constraints, including low computation capability,
small memory, limited energy resources, susceptibility to physical capture, and the use of insecure wireless
communication channels. These constraints make security in WSNs a challenge. This paper studies the security
problems of WSN based on its resource restricted design and deployment characteristics and the security
requirements for designing a secure WSN. Also, this study documents the well-known attacks at the different layers
of WSN and some counter measures against those attacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is made up of a large
number of minute sized sensors.These sensors use to
monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as
temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, humidity,
motion or pollutants and to cooperatively pass their data
through the network to a main location.[1] There are
two types of nodes- sink node and the sensor nodes. The
sink node is also called base station. It instructs the
sensor nodes about the type of data to be collected from
the area under surveillance. The sensing unit of WSN
which consists of the sensor nodes gathers the
information and reports back to the sink node. The
storage and processing of data takes place in the
computing unit. The transmission of data occurs through
multiple hops and RF band is used for
communication[2][3]. The assembly of WSN is shown
in Fig 1 and applications in Figure 2.

WSN is used in many applications from indoor to
outdoor [1]. WSNs are expected to be solutions to many
applications, such as detecting and tracking the passage
of troops and tanks on a battlefield, monitoring
environmental pollutants, measuring traffic flows on
roads, and tracking the location of personnel in a
building. The basic requirement of every application is
to use the secured network. Providing security to the
sensor network is a very challenging issue along with
saving its energy.[3]

Figure 2. Applications of Wireless Sensor Networks
Figure 1. Architecture of Wireless Sensor Networks
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1.1 Characteristics of WSN: Power consumption
constraints for nodes using batteries or energy
harvesting.
a) Ability to cope with node failures (resilience)
b) Mobility of nodes.
c) Heterogeneity of nodes.
d) Scalability to large scale of deployment.
e) Ability to withstand harsh environmental
conditions.
f) Ease of use.
1.2 Constraints in WSN:
a) Energy Consumption
Sensor nodes are equipped with battery that is
used as their energy source. The sensor network
can be deployed in hazardous condition so it
becomes difficult recharging or changing
batteries. The energy consumption depends upon
major operations of the sensor nodes which are
sensing, data processing, communication. The
large amount of energy is consumed during
communication.[6]
b) Localization
Sensor localization is a fundamental and critical
issue for network operations and management.
The sensor nodes are deployed in ad-hoc manner
so they do not have any information about their
position. The problem of determining the physical
location of the sensors after they have been
deployed is called localization. This problem can
be solved by beacon nodes, GPS, proximity based
localization. [5]
c) Coverage
It says how well an area of interest is controlled as
traced by the sensor. These Sensor nodes use
coverage algorithm to sense data and send them to
sink using routing algorithm. For the good
coverage, sensor nodes must be selected in such a
manner so that whole network should be
covered.[4]
d) Clocks
Clock synchronization is a critical service in
WSN. The goal of time synchronization is to
provide a common timescale for local clocks of
nodes in sensor networks. Clocks ought to be
synchronized in some applications such as
tracking and monitoring. [4,6]
e) Computation
The amount of data proceeds by every node is
called computation. The major problem in

computation is that it should minimize the use of
resources. If the lifetime of base station is more
critical then data processing can be completed at
every node before sending data to base station. In
case when we have few resources at every node
then entire computation must be done at sink.
f) Production Cost
As we know, large numbers of nodes are
deployed in the sensor networks, so if the cost of
a single node will be very high then we can
assume the overall cost of the network will also
be very high. Eventually, the cost of every sensor
node has to be kept low. So cost of each sensor
node in the network is a challenging issue. [5]
g) Hardware Design
While designing any hardware of sensor network,
it must be energy-efficient. Hardware such as
power
control,
micro-controller,
and
communication unit should be design in such a
way that it consumes less energy.
h) Quality of Service
QOS means data should be delivered within time
period. There are some real time sensor
applications that are based on time i.e. if data
should not be delivered on time to the receiver
from the moment it is sensed; data will become
useless. There is various quality of service issues
in sensor networks such as network topology may
change continually and the available state
information for routing is constitutionally
imprecise.[4,5,6]
1.3 Security Requirement:
The goal of security services in WSNs is to protect the
information and resources from attacks and misbehavior.
The security requirements in WSNs include:
a) Data Confidentiality: Data should not be disclosed
to any third-party. Secrecy of the information
should be maintained. Unauthorized users should
not be able to overhear the information. It should be
ensured that information is concealed from the
attackers.
b) Data Integrity: For secure and reliable
communication, data received at the destination
node must be same as that sent by the source node.
The intermediate nodes must not change the
information contained in the packets. Malicious
activity should not corrupt the data [7].
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c) Data Authentication: The attacker can not only
alter the information contained in the packets but
can also introduce fallacious packets in the network.
So verification of sender and receiver identities
needs to be carried out as a defensive step against
the action of any malicious activity. Data
authentication is challenging for WSNs as they are
deployed in remote areas where it is very difficult to
verify the identity of the sender. Only the authorized
users should be able to access the information and
the illegitimate users should be denied the access
[7,8].
d) Data Availability: Availability of data is very vital
for proper functioning of the network. Services of
the network should be available whenever necessary.
Users should be able to use the resources whenever
they intend to [9].
e) Data Freshness: Data freshness implies that the
information received is current and up-to-date. The
previous data should not be repeated that is realtime computation must be done. Security protocols
must be able to detect and discard the duplicate
messages [7,8,9].

Figure 3. Security Requirement

II. SECURITY THREATS
WSNs are vulnerable against so many attacks. Attackers
can attack the radio transmission; add their own data
bits to the channel, replay old packets and any other
type of attack. They are roughly categorized as follows:
A) Based on Routing
B) Based on Capability
C) Based on Protocol Layer

2.1 On the Basis of Routing: In this transmission process, an
attacker can steal or modify the information with the help of
different attacks. [10][11][13]. Some of the routing attacks are
explained below:
2.1.1 Wormhole
In this attack, the attacker overhears the communication
between two nodes. It then replays information between the
nodes located far away physically by giving an illusion that
they are very close to each other. This attack occurs at
network layer. Fig 4 shows that the node X and node Y are
nodes which are maintaining the wormhole link in the
network and they are the two malicious nodes. There is a
shortcut link between both malicious nodes known as
wormhole link. Node A sends message which is received by
node X. Node X sends message to Node Y through wormhole
link which further sends it to its neighbour node
B.[12][13][15].

Figure 4. Wormhole attack
2.1.2 Hello Flood Attack
Hello packets are broadcasted to the network by the
malicious nodes. High power RF transmitters are used.
This is done to make the nodes believe that the
malicious nodes are the neighbourhood nodes. Thus the
unauthorized users have the access to the channel. This
results in loss of information as the legitimate user
doesn’t get the access to the channel. Network layer is
affected by the hello packets. As demonstrated in Figure
5 attacker node broadcasts the HELLO packet with high
transmission power than the sink. Figure 6 shows that
the nodes which receive HELLO packet from attacker
node consider it as a neighbour node and send/reply the
sensed data packet to the attacker node [13][14]

Figure 5. HELLO Flood Attack scenario-Hello Packet
send by the Attacker
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Figure 6. HELLO Flood Attack scenario-Sensor node
replying back to the attacker considering it as its
neighbor node
2.1.3 Selective Forwarding: A significant assumption
made in multihop networks is that all nodes in the
network will accurately forward received messages. An
attacker may create malicious nodes which selectively
forward only certain messages and simply drop others .
A specific form of this attack is the black hole attack in
which a node drops all messages it receives. One
defense against selective forwarding attacks is using
multiple paths to send data . A second defense is to
detect the malicious node or assume it has failed and
seek an alternative route. Figure 7 shows a malicious
node present between the nodes in network. In this
neighboring node unknowingly forwards packets to the
malicious node [13][14][16].

Figure 8. Malicious node with multiple identities
2.1.5 Sinkhole attack
In sinkhole attack, a compromised node attracts a large
number of traffic of surrounding neighbours by
spoofing or replaying an advertisement of high quality
route to the base station [18]. The attacker can do any
malicious activity with the packets passing through the
compromised node.
2.2 Based on Capability
The level of data access and its damage is different
depending upon the type of attack. [19][20] On the basis
of capability, attacks are classified as follows:
2.2.1 Outsider versus insider attacks: outside attacks
are defined as attacks from nodes which do not belong
to a WSN; insider attacks occur when legitimate nodes
of a WSN behave in unintended or unauthorized ways.

Figure 7. A malicious node in the network
2.1.4 Sybil Attack: The Sybil attack is a case where one
node presents more than one identity to the network
[14,16,17]. Protocols and algorithms which are easily
affected include fault-tolerant schemes, distributed
storage, and network-topology maintenance. For
example, a distributed storage scheme may rely on there
being three replicas of the same data to achieve a given
level of redundancy. If a compromised node pretends to
be two of the three nodes, the algorithms used may
conclude that redundancy has been achieved while in
reality it has not.

2.2.2 Passive Vs Active: The attacks can be classified
into passive attacks and active attacks. Passive attacker
snoops into the network and overhears the contents.
Monitoring and Eavesdropping is the most common
feature of passive attacks. They eavesdrop the
information i.e. the data confidentiality is lost. They are
difficult to detect as they are silent and don’t make their
presence felt. Passive intrusion doesn’t hinder the
operation of the network. Active attacker alters the
message and obstructs the secure and reliable
communication. It may harm the network in different
ways. It can hinder the performance by not delivering
the packets to the authorized and intended user or can
mislead the destination node by introducing fallacious
packets. Illegitimate user can gain the access to the
confidential data and misuse it. A false node can be
introduced by the attacker. This node is called malicious
or compromised node. This node can alter the message
contents; thereby violating the data integrity principle.
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Wormhole attack, blackhole attack and denial of service
attack are some of the active attacks [20].
2.2.3 Laptop-class Attacks vs. Mote-class: in moteclass attacks, an adversary attacks a WSN by using a
few nodes with similar capabilities to the network nodes;
in laptop-class attacks, an adversary can use more
powerful devices (e.g., a laptop) to attack a WSN. These
devices have greater transmission range, processing
power, and energy reserves than the network nodes[21].
2.3 Based on Protocol Layer
WSN is divided into different layers. The working of
each layer is different. The attacks on the basis of
protocol layers are explained below [19]: Physical layer
is used for transmitting information in raw bits over the
wireless or wired medium. It is easy to jam a common
radio signal. In general, physical layer attacks are
categorized as: Eavesdropping, Tampering and
Jamming [22].
2.3.1 Jamming
In physical layer, jamming is a common attack that can
be easily done by adversaries by only knowing the
wireless transmission frequency used in the WSN. [23]
Says the attacker transmits radio signal randomly with
the same frequency as the sensor nodes are sending
signals for communication. This radio signal interferes
with other signal sent by a sensor node and the receivers
within the range of the attacker cannot receive any
message.[19][20]
2.3.2 Tampering
In tampering, attacker can tamper the node physically
and manipulate the data. Cognizant information like the
cryptographic keys can be extracted by the attacker.
This may result in loss of important and further higher
level of information. This attack occurs at physical layer
of OSI. Temper proof physical packaging is one
possible defensive strategy against such attacks [20][21].
2.4 Link Layer
Data link layer is utilized to ensure the proper
communication on physical layer between nodes. This
layer is in charge of multiplexing, error detection,
packets collision prevention, repeated transmission of
data and so on. Link-layer threats include
collisions,sybil.

2.4.1 Collision
When any two nodes undergo concurrent transmissions
over similar frequency channels collision can occur.
When this happens, there is some change in the packet
contents. This results in a mismatch when checksum is
computed at the receiving end. As in case of mismatch
the packets need to be re-transmitted so this leads to
unnecessary energy consumption. Collision occurs at
data link layer. To prevent such situation error
correcting codes can be used at low collision levels.
2.5 Network layer attack: The network and routing
layer of sensor networks is usually designed according
to the following principles [19,20,21]:
a) Power efficiency is an important consideration.
b) Sensor networks are mostly data-centric.
c) An ideal sensor network has attribute-based
addressing and location awareness.
Some routing protocol attacks are: wormhole attacks,
acknowledgement spoofing, selective forwarding, black
holes and so forth.
2.5.1 Spoofing: An attacker may spoof, alter, or replay
routing information in order to disrupt traffic in the
network [17,18,19]. These disruptions include the
creation of routing loops, attracting or repelling network
traffic from select nodes, extending and shortening
source routes, generating fake error messages,
partitioning the network, and increasing end-to-end
latency.
2.5.2 Blackhole Attack : In this attack the attacker take
hold of the node and reprograms it. The attacker drops
the packets and doesn’t allow the node to pass the
information to subsequent nodes. This results in
complete loss of data packets.
2.5.3 Acknowledgment Spoofing: Routing algorithms
used in sensor networks sometimes require
Acknowledgments to be used. An attacking node can
spoof the Acknowledgments of overheard packets
destined for neighbouring nodes in order to provide
false information to those neighboring nodes [22]. An
example of such false information is claiming that a
node is alive when in fact it is dead.
2.5.4 Denial-of-Service Attack
A Denial-of-service (DOS) attack is an attempt to
prohibit the genuine user of a service or data. The
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destination system is overwhelmed with fallacious
requests such that it cannot acknowledge the genuine
traffic. Thus the services are inaccessible to the
authorized users. The efficiency of the system is
affected; performance decreases and eventually the
network stops functioning. Using the sensor networks in
sensitive and critical areas intensifies the likelihood of
DOS attacks. This attack drains off the energy of the
node and knocks down the network.[21][22]
2.6 Transport Layer: The transport layer is responsible
for managing end-to-end connections [22]. Two
possible attacks in this layer, flooding and
desynchronization, are discussed in this subsection.
2.6.1 Flooding: Whenever a protocol is required to
maintain state at either end of a connection it becomes
vulnerable to memory exhaustion through flooding [23].
An attacker may repeatedly make new connection
requests until the resources required by each connection
are exhausted or reach a maximum limit. In either case,
further legitimate requests will be ignored.
2.6.2 Desynchronization: Desynchronization refers to
the disruption of an existing connection [19,20]. An
attacker may, forexample, repeatedly spoof messages to
an end host, causing that host to request the
retransmission of missed frames. If timed correctly, an
attacker may degrade or even prevent the ability of the
end hosts to successfully exchange data, thus causing
them to instead waste energy by attempting to recover
from errors which never really existed.

III. DEFENCE AGAINST SECURITYTHREATS
3.1 Cryptography
Selecting the most appropriate cryptographic method is
vital in WSNs because all security services are ensured
by cryptography. Cryptographic methods used in WSNs
should meet the constraints of sensor nodes and be
evaluated by code size, data size, processing time, and
power consumption. In this section, we focus on the
selection of cryptography in WSNs.
3.1.1 Public key cryptography in WSN
Many researchers believe that the code size, data size,
processing time, and power consumption make it
undesirable for public key algorithm techniques, such as
the Diffie–Hellman key agreement protocol [26] or
RSA signatures [25], to be employed in WSNs. Public

key algorithms such as RSA are computationally
intensive and usually execute thousands or even
millions of multiplication instructions to perform a
single security operation.
3.1.2 Symmetric key cryptography in WSN: The
constraints on computation and power consumption in
sensor nodes limit the application of public key
cryptography in WSNs. Thus, most research studies
focus on symmetric key cryptography in sensor
networks. Popular encryption schemes, RC4 [25], RC5
[26], were evaluated on six different microprocessors
,the execution time and code memory size were
measured for each algorithm and platform.
3.1.3 Sybil attack Defence: Identity verification is the
key requirement for countering against Sybil attack.
Unlike traditional networks, verification of identity in
WSN cannot be done with a single shared symmetric
key and public key algorithm because of computational
limitation of WSN.
3.1.4 Flooding Defence: One solution against flooding
attack is to limit the number of connections that a node
can make. But, this can prevent legitimate nodes to
connect to the victim node. A possible solution to this
type of attack is to require Authentication of all packets
communicated between hosts [18]. Provided that the
authentication method is itself secure, an attacker will
be unable to send the spoofed messages to the end hosts
3.1.5 Jamming Defence: Typical defenses against
jamming involve variations of spread-spectrum
communication such as frequency hopping and code
spreading [19,20,21]. Frequency-hopping spread
spectrum (FHSS) is a method of transmitting signals by
rapidly switching a carrier among many frequency
channels using a pseudo random sequence known to
both transmitter and receiver. Without being able to
follow the frequency selection sequence, an attacker is
unable to jam the frequency being used at a given
moment in time. However, as the range of possible
frequencies is limited, an attacker may instead jam a
wide section of the frequency band.
Code spreading is another technique used to defend
against jamming attacks and is common in mobile
networks. However, this technique requires greater
design complexity and energy, thus restricting its use in
WSNs. In general, to maintain low cost and low power
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requirements, sensor devices are limited to singlefrequency use and are therefore highly susceptible to
jamming attacks.[20]
3.1.6 Tampering Defence: One defence against
tampering is to tamper-proofing the node’s physical
package [14]. However, it is usually assumed that the
sensor nodes are not tamper-proofed in WSNs due to
the additional cost. This indicates that a security scheme
must consider the situation in which sensor nodes are
compromised.
3.1.7 Collision Defence: A typical defence against
collisions is the use of error-correcting codes [15]. Most
codes work best with low levels of collisions, such as
those caused by environmental or probabilistic errors.
However, these codes also add additional processing
and communication overhead. It is reasonable to assume
that an attacker will always be able to corrupt more than
what can be corrected. While it is possible to detect
these malicious collisions, no complete defenses against
them are known at this time.
3.1.8 Exahaustion Defence: To avoid the problem of
exhaustion is to apply rate limits to the MAC admission
control such that the network can ignore excessive
requests, thus preventing the energy drain caused by
repeated transmissions [17]. A second technique is to
use time-division multiplexing where each node is
allotted a time slot in which it can transmit [18]. This
eliminates the need of arbitration for each frame and can
solve the indefinite postponement problem in a back-off
algorithm. However, it is still susceptible to collisions.

3.1.11 hello flood effect Defence:[14]
a) Authentication of the two-way link before acting
on the information
b) Cryptographic and non-cryptographic techniques
3.1.12 Siink whole effect Defence: [10]
a) Key management
b) Authentication
c) Geographic routing

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper highlights the security issue of the WSN.
Security is the big challenge in the sensor network. This
paper studies the security threats on the basis of
different parameters. To achieve the security
requirements various protocols have been proposed.
There are many security solutions or mechanisms that
have been proposed for Wireless Sensor Network; some
of which are concerned about specific security attacks
whereas some are concerned about specific security
aspect. There is no standard security mechanism that
can provide overall security for WSN. Providing such
mechanism is not possible also as WSNs are
implemented in various application domains with
different level of security requirements. Encryption
process is used to make data confidential and MAC is
attached to each data packet to provide authenticity. The
above mentioned defensive techniques need to be made
stronger so as to safeguard the network.
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